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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: Thermal Decomposition of Chlozobenoene in
an Atmosphere of Hydrogen
Edward B. Ritter, Master of Science in Chemical Engineering,
1986
Thesis Directed by: Dr. Joseph W. BozzelIi
Professor of Chemistry

The thermal decomposition of chlozobenzene was
investigated in a tubular flow reactor at 1 atmosphere total
pressure and average residence times of 0.02 - 2.5 seconds.
The temperature range from 800 - 1010°C was studied in both
a reductive atmosphere of hydrogen and an inert atmosphere
of heIium. Complete destruction of chlorobenzene occurs at
about 1000°C for an average residence time of 1 second in
hydrogen gas. In the inert gas, the complete destruction of
the reagent was not observed in the range of conditions
which were studied. The major products observed for
pyrolysis in hydrogen were benzene, HCl, and C(s).
Pyrolysis in helium yielded significantly more C(s), but
less benzene and HCl.

Significant amounts of PAH and

polyphenyl compounds were formed in the inert gas; but these
were virtually absent when the pyrolysis occurred in a
hydrogen atmosphere.
An increase in the surface to volume ratio of the
reactor tube was found to consistently accelerate the
decomposition of chlorobeorene in hydrogen; but it had no
effect on the distribution of major products. The

experimental data was analyzed using the plug flow
approximation. Expressions for the first order rate
constants for the walI and homogeneous phase reactions were
obtained as follows:
k = 1.13 x 10 10 e -(54/BT) (1/sec>: reaction in H2 gas phase.
k = 1.4 x 1011 e -(64/2T) {cm/sec}: reaction on the wall.
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INTRODUCTION

Chlorinated organic chemicals are used by industry in
the production of many end products for which nopractical
substitutes exist. As a result of these industrial
processes, large amounts of chlorinated organic waste are
generated. These range from solvents and monomers, such as
tricblozoetbyleoe and vinyl chloride, to polychlorinated
benzenes and polychlorinated bipbeo}/ls (PCB). Disposal of
these wastes has become an issue of deep environmental
concern due mainly to their toxicity and stability.
Since disposal of these compounds by landfill appears
to be short sighted at beot < l)
, environmentalists and
engineers have been searching for alternate solutions to
this growing problem. Many methods such as biodegradation'
incineration, and bydrodecblVrination are being studied.
Incineration at high temperature with excess oxygen has
become the method of choice; and has been made available
commeroiolly. Unfortunately, incinerators seem to produce
trace amounts of several undesirable and thermally stable
combustion products. In addition, if an incinerator operates
at other than optimum conditions, these highly toxic
products can be produced in significant goontiteo. Most
incinerator's operating conditions are determined for
maximum fuel efficiency; this is very different from the
optimal conditions for destruction of these hazardous
I
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wastes. Louvv v et. aI. ( 2 > , have noted the drastic operating
conditions necessary to prevent incinerators from emitting
intolerable amounts of polychlorinated dibenoo dioxins
(PCDD).
Graham, Ball, and Dellinger <]> have studied the
oxidation of a mixture of five priority organic hazardous
^
constituents or POBC s in a fIovv reactor at temperatures
from 60 00 C - 900 o C.

~
These POBC s consisted o

cblorobeozene ' carbon tetrachloride, tricbloroetbyleoe,
freon 113, and toluene. They compiIed a Iiat of well over
fifty stable products from this reaction. Twenty seven of
these products remained halogenated. These compounds
included chlorinated forans, phenols and poI},cl/clic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).

All of these are believed to

be significantly more toxic than the starting roateriaIs. < 4 }
In a separate study, 'Ruby,et.aI < 5 ) , examined the
oxidation of a mixture of PCB's

in the temperature range

trom 5000C - lOOO o C using a flow reactor with o 2 second
residence time. They fnond tbat tine isomers of
polychlorinated dibeozoturan (PCDBF) and two isomers of
polychlorinated poIyaroroatic hydrocarbons (PCPAH) were
produced as a result of the PCB oxidation. Furthermore,
they foond that at any given temperature in the range that
was studied, an increase in the oxygen available for
combustion resulted in an increase in the amount of PCD8F
produced. It should be noted, however, that some

J

controversy surrounds the results of this work. This is doe
to the large surface to volume (S/V) ratio of their
experimental system. This large G/\/ ratio confuses the
issue; since it is not known if these products are the
result of the gas phase incineration process or if they are
formed in reactions on the wall surface.
Although little information exists regarding the
toxic effects of PCDD, PCD8F v and PCPAB in humans, they are
believed to be significantly more toxic than PCB.<6> As you
can see, incineration has its limitations; and an alternate
disposal method is desirable for PCB's and cblorooazboo
wastes.
Bydrodeoblorioatioo of these wastes has been
suggested <7"8) as on alternate method for cblmrocarboo and
PCB elimination. Properly implemented, this process bolds
the promise of producing useful materials such as benzene
which can be separated and used as a fuel or feedstock. {9>
The objective of the current atnd]/ is to examine the
high temperature bydrodecblorioatioo of chlorobeoneoe in m
flow system. Cblorobenzene has been noted as the lowest
chlorinated aromatic formed from the bvdrndeobloriontion of
PCB^s.<10> It is hoped that this study will shed light on
the overall feasibility of this route to the detoxification
of PCB.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Thermal decomposition of chIorobeozene was first
studied by Cullis and Priday <ll>, This study, however, was
limited to a static (batch) reactor. Later, CuIIis and
Manton <I2) extended this work to a flow system which
operated below atmospheric pressure in the temperature range
from 770or to 8900C. This study noted that the addition of
hydrogen gas to the system accelerated the decomposition of
chlorobeozene.

Several questions remain, however,

regarding the design of the so called tank flow reactor and
the resulting non-ideal residence time distribution which
was neglected in tbier otudy. < l]> In addition, the
analytical techniques which were available to them at the
time (1957) were awkward (wet chemical methods- ) and of
questionable repeatability.
More recently,

Lou w'Botbioen, and Wegnoao <14)

studied the reactions of chlorobenzeoe with chlorine and
hydrogen atoms at 5000C in a low pressure reactor. The
residence time within their reactor system averaged two
minutes. Some mechanistic modeling was proposed; however
little information is available regarding their material
balance.
A study by Loow, et. al,< 15>, was performed at
atmospheric pressure, using a tank flow reactor and a
hydrogen atmosphere. The average residence time was
4
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reported as six seconds. The temperature range studied was
800 K - 1240 K. This study suggested the feasibility of
hydrodechlorination and the conversion of organic chlorine
to HC1, but as in previous studies, no attention was paid to
the highly nonideal flow distribution which existed.
In a later study, Manion, Mulder, and Louw

< 16 >

examined the hydrodechlorination of a mixture of PCB's using
a spiralized 4mm ID reactor of 3.5 meters total length.
This study was conducted at atmospheric pressure in the
temperature range from 700° - 925°C with residence times
ranging from 7 to 9 seconds. Their results show that the
hydrodechlorination of PCB yields chiefly polychlorinated
benzenes which are subsequently dechlorinated to yield
chlorobenzene and ultimately benezene.

Unfortunately, the

very narrow bore (and resulting high S/V ratio) of the
reactor they used was not addressed. This design has the
side effect of making a very large surface area available
for heterogeneous reactions on the wall. Therefore, their
results may not be indicative of the homogeneous or bulk
phase hydrodechlorination process.
In addition to these studies at high temperatures,
there have been several studies of the hydrodechlorination
of PCB, chlorbenzene, and other chlorocarbons using various
heterogeneous gas/solid cataysts. For a fairly extensive
list of heterogeneous hydrodechlorination studies one should
see Chuang. <17>

6

More recently, Y. D. Yang <18> has studied the
bydrodeoblozioatioo of cbIorobeoneoe over a palladium
catalyst at atmospheric pressure in the temperature range
from 35 - 850C. Conversions of 45 - 60% were achieved, but
deactivation of the catalyst was considered to be a problem.
The major products of this reaction were benzene and carbon.
obviously some investigation of the
bydrodecblorination of cblorobenzeoe has been completed,
although these studies have not been conclusive. The
current study focuses upon the use of a biqb temperature
laminar flow tubular reactor with lower S/V ratios than
previous studies. An attempt is made to decnuple the
heterogeneous reaction occozing on the surface of the flow
tube from the homogeneous reaction occurring in the gas
phase (bulk). In addition, the product distribution data
vs. time and temperature is collected for future mechanistic
modeling studies.

THEORY

Gas Phase reaction Fundamentals
(a) Unimolecular Reactions:
A unimolecular reaction is one with a mechanism of
the form:

A —+ products

(scheme 1).

All thermally induced unimolecular reactions,
however, rely upon collisions with a third body in order to
energize the reacting molecule to the point where a bond in
the molecule has the opportunity to dissociate. A very
general scheme for this process is as follows:

A + M

A* + M;

A* -4 products

(scheme la)

Here M stands for the third body and only serves to
raise the reacting molecule to its energized state A* by
collisional activation. As a result, thermally induced
unimolecular reactions rely upon bimolecular processes to
occur and are, therefore, generally pressure dependent up to
about I atm. As the total pressure of the system is
decreased, a point is reached where the collisional
activation process becomes rate limiting. At pressure below
this so called transition pressure, the reaction follows
7
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second order kinetics. This is known as the falloff region;
since the observed rate constant decreases an the pressure
or third body concentration is deoreaaed. Above a point,
the concentration of M (consequently the number of
*
collisions) is high eonogb that the dissociation of A (not
the col lisiooal activation) is rate limiting; and first
order kinetics are observed. For an exhaustive and detailed
discussion of ooimolecular reaction theory see Robinson and
Holbrook (19> or Forst <20>.

(b) Bimolecular Reactions
A biomoIecoIar reaction is one with the following
mechanism:

A+B

products

(scheme 2).

All thermally induced bimolecular reactions are the
result of collisions between species A and B which then form
an energized radical adduct. This step is followed by the
ooimoIecnlor decomposition of this energized complex to form
prodncts.<21> The following scheme depicts the biomoleooler
reaction:

A + B ~—, AB* —~ products

(scheme 2a).

The chief difference between scheme l and 2 is that
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scheme l relies opuo the third body M only for the
energioatioo of A to A*.

In eobenoe 2, on the other hand,

the energized radical adduct AB* is formed. This complex
incorporates both species A and B. In both cases the
subsequent ooimolecolar decomposition can be quite
complicated. It can encompass several paths and result in
several products. For e detailed discussion of this subject
see A. M. Dean. <32>

(c) Pseudo First Order Reaction:
In the case of a bimolecular reaction, if one of the
reactants is present in large excess ' its concentration
remains virtually unchanged by the formation of the
energized radical adduct.

The rate of eoergimotion can be

assumed to be at equilibrium with the rate of collisional
deactivation. Under these circumstances the uoinoolecnlar
rote of dissociation of the radical adduct to products is
the rate limiting process. As a result, first order
kinetics are observed for a bimolecular reaction under these
conditions.

~ooti'n
~ and FeIder<2]) ' however, have noted

exceptions to pseudo-first order behavior in systems with
very fast reactions.
It should be noted that the discussion presented here
is somewhat simplified; since on observed or global reaction
can be the result of hundreds of elementary steps. Often,
however, only o few of these steps will be rote limiting,

10

In this case, the observed rate is close to that of the rate
limiting process within the mechanism.<24>

11
Aromatic Ring Substitutions in the Gas Phase
Benson and Shaw <25> performed a detailed study of
hydrogen substitution for the methyl group in toluene to
yield the methyl radical and benzene. The CH3' subsequently
reacts with H2 to form H' + CH4. They observed the stable
products methane and benzene. This led Louw, et. al.< 26> to
study the replacement of the chlorine in chlorobenzene with
hydrogen to yield the stable products HC1 and benzene.
It is believed that the gas phase hydrodechlorination
of chlorobenzene occurs via a radical chain reaction with
H', C6H5', and Cl' as the chief propagators. Cull's and
Manton <27>

also studied the thermal decomposition of

chlorobenzene in a flow system. Their findings suggest that
the primary steps of the reaction mechanism involve C-H or
C-Cl bond fission. Since the bond dissociation energy of
aromatic chlorine is lower than that of aromatic hydrogen
[DH°(C6H5-C1)=95.7 kcal/mol as opposed to DH°(C6H5-H)=111.3
kcal/mol]< 28>,dissociation of the C-Cl bond is favored. The
aromatic ring appears to remain intact within the major
products in the temperature range from 700-1273 K. This is
expected because of the stability of the phenyl radical.
Both chain branching and chain termination steps are
believed to result in the products benzene, hydrochloric
acid, biphenyl, chlorobiphenyl, and dichlorobiphenyl.

12
Design of the Laboratory Scale High Temperature Tubular Flow
Reactor
A laboratory scale high temperature tubular flow
reactor typically operates ioobarically (at l atmosphere
pressure in this study) and consists of a tlow tube within a
furnace. This simple design, however, has several
characteristics which greatly complicate its detailed
aoalysis.
The first of these complication concerns the flow,
pattern. Typically Reynolds numbers (YJre) are consistently
below 10,000 and the length/diameter ratio is rarely over
100.<29> As a result the flow

is

laminar,

i.e.

the gas

velocity has a maximum along the tube axis and reduces to
zero at the wall. This results in a residence time
distribution in addition to o radial concentration
gradient,<}0,31} The second complication concerns the
temp ratore profiIe. In practice, a true isothermal profile
is not achieved. The gas and tube temperatures are not
necessarily the same; and the measured temperatures usually
reflect that of the tube wall and not the gaa.< 32> Another
complication concerns the expansion of the gas as its
temperature increases to that of the reactor. A certain
entrance leogth < 33> is required in order for the gas to
expand and achieve its final radial velocity distribution
within the reactor tube. In view of these facts, a rigorous
analysis of such a reacting system would be prohibitively
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complex for most purposes.
As a result of these complications, several
simplifying assumptions are useful to facilitate the
analysis of a laboratory scale tubular fIo* reactor.<34>
Generally, the reactants and bath gas are assumed to be
heated instantaneously from a temperature at which no
reaction occurs to the temperature of the reactor tube wall.
The reactants are then assumed to remain isothermal at this
temperature until they exit the heated zone where they are
assumed to be quenched instantaneously. In addition, the
entrance length is assumed to be zero. This assumption is
^
not bad doe to the low Beynold s numbers typically
encoontered,<35>
Another, more questionable, assumption is that the
pIoq flow model is valid despite the laminar flow behavior.
This model allows one to assume there is a single residence
time for al

fluid elements within the reactor.

It also

allows the assumption that there is no radial concentration
profile or axial diffusion. The linear fIow assomption < 36>
then allows one to manipulate the residence time by varying
the gas flow rate. Typically one of the reactants, the bath
gas in many cases, in held in large excess allowing the
further simplification to pseudo first order kinetics.
Doe to the pseudo-first order behavior, the following
relationship can be used to relate the final reactant
concentration to the time of reaotioo.<37)

14

-lo(C/Co) = kexp t

In this expression, C is the final reactant
concentration; Co is the inital reactant concentration; kexp
is the experimentally observed or global rate constant; and
t is the average residence time. The average residence time
is determined as the reactor volume divided by the
volumetric flow rate of the gas at the reactor temperature.
The non-isothermal behavior of the reactor can be dealt with
using the equivalent volume method described in Froment and
8iscboff.<38> Tight temperature control methods, however,
reduce the necessity of this correction.
By repeated use of equation l at several different
reactor temperatures, the temperature dependence of the
experimental rate constant k ex p can be determined using the
Arzheoius la*:<39>

In(kexp) = InA - Ea/BT(K)

Here A is the global Arrbenios pre-exponential
factor, 2a is the global activation energy, B is the
universal gas constant, and T is the reactor temperature in
degrees Kelnin(K).
Within the tubular reactor two parallel reactions may
be oocorziog,{40 > one of these is a homogeneous reaction
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occurring in the bulk of the gas and the other is a
hetezgeneoos reaction which occurs on the surface of the
reactor wall. As a result, the global rate constant (kexp)
is a function of the avaliable wall surface or the surface
to volume S/V ratio of the reactor. The S/V ratio is equal
to 2/r where r is the reactor tube radios. By using reactors
of different surface to volume ratio, an attempt can be made
to decoople these two reactions.

The plug flow model gives

the following linear relationship between kex p and 2/r which
is based opno the work of Kaufman <Al>;

kexp = kb f (2/r) k w

In this equation kb is the first order reaction rate
constant for the bulk or homogeneous reaction and k w is the
rate constant for the well or betergeneooa reaction. If one
uses several reactors of different radius this equation
allows kb and k w to be evaluated. The Arrbenius behavior of
each rate constant can then be determined.
Adetoiled discussion of the validity of the plug
flow assumption is provided elsewbere.<42"43) If one does
not assume plug flow behavior, the laminar flow model can be
used in its place. This model, as extended by Chang <44)
relies upon the response surface method to determine kb and
k w. This method is mnob more rigorous than the plug flow
model and relies upon the numerical solution of the equation

16

of mass conservation for laminar flow in a tube with a
first order reaction. The following is the conservation
equation which is solved numerically. It

is derived from

Bird, Stewart, and Ligbtfoot:<45)

In this expression, r is the reactor zadois; v(r) is
the radial velocity distribution; z is the axial distance
through the reactor; D is the diffusion coefficient; k is
the reaction rate constant and C is the concentration of the
reacting species which is a function of both z and r.

The

solution of this equation requires a great deal of computer
time.
Despite the rigor of this analysis, it in useful in
determining kb, k w, and testing of the validity of the plug
flow model.
Whatever method is employed in the reactor analysis,
typically, the goal of these studies is to build a detailed
reaction mechanism, comprised of many elementary steps,
which can adequately describe the observed
time/concentration behavior of both the reactants and
products.

EXPERIMENTAL MEBTO0

The reaction of cblorobeomene with hydrogen was
carried out using the reactor shown in Figure l.

This

reactor system was operated iaobnricalll' and isothermally at
I atm total pressure and several temperatures in the range
of 7500r - lOIOor,
Hydrogen goo was bobbled through O"C liquid
oblorobeonene at rates ranging from 50 zol/ooiu to 4 1/min.
Glass beads within the bubbler dispersed the gas into foam
insuring sufficient contact time for saturation to occur
regardless of the flow rate used. The saturated vapour/gas
mixture was then superheated to prevent condensation before
being allowed to pass through a quartz reactor tube of
either 0.4, 1,05, or 1.6 cm ID. Whichever diameter reactor
was being studied at the time was housed within a three zone
80elleo electric furnace. The furnace measured 18 inches
long by 3 inches ID. Upon exiting the furnace the effluent
passed through e heated transfer line before either being
sampled by an on line GC or being exhausted to the fume
hood.
When switching valves were properly selected, the
cblorobenmene vapour would be transferred directly from the
bubbler to the GC sampler. This was necessary to determine
the GC - FID peak area which corresponded to the initial
concentration of cbIorobenzeoe.
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LABORATORY SCALE TUBULAR

figure 1

FLOW REACTOR
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The reactor effluent gas passed through heated
transfer lines to the GC sampler and exhaust. All transfer
lines, including the reactor bypass, were made of quartz or
pyrex and were heated to prevent adsorption cr condensation
of the chlorobenzene or products.
The GC sampler drew a fraction of the reactor gas
through a heated Pyrex GC interface tube by means of a
vacuum pump. Carbon particles were filtered from the gas
mixture by a glass wool filter, preventing contamination of
the GC sampling system. The

bulk of the effluent,

however, was exhausted to a fume hood after the HC1 formed
was neutralized.

Temperature Measurement and Control:

The temperature profile within the reactor was
maintained nearly isothermal at the desired temperature
using a three zone furnace which was equipped with three
independent Omega CN 300 PI digital temperature controllers.
Continuous feedback of the temperature sensor output was
displayed in degrees centigrade by these units. Radiation
error<46> in the temperature measurement was minimized by
placing the type K thermocouples inside a second quartz tube
located within the furnace and flowing gas over their bare
bead junctions. The purpose of doing this was to cool the
measuring element to the temperature of the gas.
The actual temperature profile of the tubular reactor
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was obtained using an additional type K thermocouple which
could be moved axially within the reactor from one end to
the other. While this measurement was taken, helium gas was
allowed to pass through the reactor, again to reduce
radiation error in the temperature reading. This probe was
removed from the reaction zone before the reactant mixture
was admitted to eliminate the possibility of catalytic
action by the stainless steel surface. During the actual
reaction run, the feedback temperature displayed by the
controllers was used to judge the reactor conditions.
Temperature profiles which were isothermal to within
+5°C over 83 - 90% of the total furnace length were obtained
with this system (please see Figure

2).

The furnace

preheater section operated at a temperature below which
reaction could occur; but aided the temperature controllers
in maintaining an isothermal profile throughout the flow
range employed. Only minor adjustments to the controller
reset rate (integral time) were necessary to maintain the
setpoint temperature.
Frequent verification of the thermocouple calibration
was necessary to prevent measurement errors resulting from
sensor degradation. The Omegaclad 1/16" OD stainless steel
cladded

thermocouples were found to be subject to failure

after a period of exposure to this high temperature
environment. This was perhaps a result of the bare junction
used.

REACTOR TEMPERATURE PROFILES
VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

figure 2

1CM REACTOR
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Quantitative Analysis by Gas Cbroma

:

Quantitative analysis of the reaction products was
performed using a Varian 3700 gas cbromatoqcapb equipped
with n flnme ionization detector (FZD). A Cbrompmck fused
silica capillary column, 25 meters in length and 0.33 mm ID,
was used to achieve the necessary product separation. The
column had o bonded stationary phase of methyl silicone
(CP8iI 5).

Helium carrier gas was supplied to the column

inlet at a pressure of lU psig. Gas samples of 0.25 ml
volume were maintained at 1500C and l atm pressure. The
samples were then io'ected with the use of the sampler
described in Figure 3, Reproducibility of the injection
volume and conditions was insured by use of fixed volume
sample loop together with o six port gas sampling valve.
Upon injection, the sample was cryogenically focused
(concentrated) at the bead of the colomn. Focussing was
carried out by keeping the column immersed in o bath of
liquid 02 6 02. The liquid 03 was generated by passing dry
air through a beat exchanger which was submerged in liquid
02. Cryogenic focussing was carried not for u period of 0.5
min. At the end of the oryo-focussing cycle, the sample was
reinjected into the helium carrier gas by rapidly beating it
to between 1800C and 3250C. This was accomplished by
passing pulses of 6 -lD VAC through a short piece of thin

AUTO-SAMPLER DIAGRAM

figure 3
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walled 1/16= S.S. tube through vvbicb the column passed
(please see Figure 3). The time required to beat the sample
from -1500C to 2000C was approximately 60 sec. This heater
rise time was found to be an important factor in determining
the peak resolution and selectivity of the chromatogram.
The cbloroUenoene peak areas were repeatable to within one
percent in most cases.
The GC column oven was maintained at 700C fora period
of ]minoteo and then programmed at a rate of 35 oC/noio to a
final temperature of 1700C. The holding time at this
temperature was 15 minutes, but no peaks were observed after
about lO minutes.
The tIarne ionization detector was maintained at e
temperature of 2800C and was supplied with nitrogen make-op
gas at a rate of 35 ml/min. Hydrogen and eir were
supplied to the detector at the rate of ]O ml/min and 250
ml/min respectively. The signal amplification range was set
to I0 11 asnpo/mv, Integration was performed with a Spectra
Physics GP 4270 integrator/gIotter using an attenuation of
I024 and e chart speed of l in/min. For longer reaction
times a lower attenuation (256) was selected so that trace
products would be clearly visible. Peaks with an area less
than about 0.5% of the initial cblorobenzeoe peak area were
rejected for the quantitative kinetic analysis. A
representative chromatogram is shown in Figure 4 with
retention times and peak identification.
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fig 4
Sample Chromatogram
C6H5Cl decomposition

peah#
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

compound

*

retention time (min)

cyclOpentadiene
benzene
toluene
chlOCobenzene
o,m,p-dichlorobenzene
naphthalene
1,1-biphenyl
biphenylene
o,m,p-ohlozobiphenyl

1.6
1,76
2.12
3,22
3.41
4,5
6.1
6.45
7.25

column: 25m x 0.32mm ID CP Sll 5 (methyl silicone)
detector; flame ionization detector (FIO)
o
o
temperature: 70a (3min):35 C/min to l7O C(fiM8l)
carrier gas: He supplied at 10psig

*

average retention time
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Response factors were obtained from the New Jersey
Institute of Technology Air Pollution Research Laboratory.
These had been previously determined for this GC/FID
combination at similar operating conditions. These response
factors are listed in Table I.

TABLE I
COMPOUND
CBL0DOBENZE0E
BENZENE
TOLUENE

*

RELATIVE BESPONSE
FACTOR (RBF)~
1.0
1.2
1.1

corrected area = measured area x BBF

Quantitative Analysis or BC1:
Quantitative analysis of BCl was performed using the
1,6 cm diameter reactor and an arbitrary residence time of l
sec. In this analysis, the effluent was diverted through a
two stage bubbler before being exhausted to the hood. Each
of the two stages contained 15 ml of standardized O.lM NaOH.
The gas was passed through this bubbler until the first
stage reached its phenolphthalein end point.

The time

required for this to occur was recorded. At this point
bubbling was stopped, the aliquots were combined, and
titzated to their phenolphthalein end point with
standardized HCl. The 8C1 produced by reaction per unit
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time was then easily calculated. Since the concentration
and molar flowrate of chlorine as chlorobenzene was known,
an estimate of the amount of organic chlorine which remained
unaccounted for was available. As will be seen, evidence
was found that organic chlorine compounds were produced
which, for one reason or another, did not lend themselves to
GC analysis under the conditions of this study.

Identification of Reaction Products by Mass Spectrometry:
Analysis of the reactor effluent was performed on a
Kratos model MS25 Double Focussing Magnetic Sector Mass
Spectrometer equipped with a Carlo Erba GC. The Carlo Erba
model 4160

GC was equipped with a 50 meter long 0.20mm ID

fused silica capillary column coated with a methyl silicone
stationary phase.
Gas samples were obtained from the reactor exit and
drawn into an evacuated 25m1 stainless steel sampling
cylinder. These samples were then injected into the GC/MS
with the aid of a six port gas sampling valve. The sample
was cryogenically focussed inside the GC oven using liquid
nitrogen.
In addition to the GC/MS analyses of gaseous products,
the carbon residue from the reactor exit and GC interface
filter were examined for absorbed product species using a
direct insertion probe and the above mass spectrometer.
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Strong evidence was found that the trace levels of several
non-volatile species were near completely absorbed by the
carbon. As a result, kinetic analyses of these trace
products by GC was not possible.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Reaction of Chlorobenzene with Hydrogen:
The reaction of chlorobenzene with hydrogen was
studied at 1 atm pressure within three reactors of, different
inside diameters. The diameters which were studied measured
0.4cm, 1.05cm, and 1.6cm. Six temperatures ranging from
805°C to 1003°C were studied within the 0.4cm i.d. reactor.
When using the 1.05cm i.d. reactor, eight temperatures
ranging from 810°C to 1010°C were studied. Within the 1.6cm
i.d. reactor, five temperatures ranging from 850°C to 975°C
were studied. Average residence times within these reactors
ranged from 0.02 sec. to 2.5 sec. In each case the initial
hydrogen to chlorobenzene mole ratio was fixed at 269:1.
This ratio was chosen for convenience only; since a 0°C ice
bath was used to insure constant temperature in the
saturation bubbler.
The temperature required for significant
decomposition of chlorobenzene is significantly (300°C)
higher than for aliphatic chlorocarbons which were
previously studied.<47 >
Figure 5 shows the typical decreases in the
normalized chlorobenzene concentration ([C6H5C11/[C6H5Cl]o)
as a function of the average residence time for several
temperatures studied uj_ng the 1.05cm i.d. reactor. The
chlorobenzene concentration consistently decreases with
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C6H5CI + H2 : 1.05cm i.d. REACTOR

figure 5
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increasing reaction time for all temperatures shown; and as
expected, increases in temperature consistently result in
lower chlorobenzene concentration for similar or identical
residence times.
Application of the first order rate expression to
this data yields a linear relationship for each temperature
studied. This is expected of a reaction which obeys pseudofirst order kinetics. Figure 6 illustrates the first order
behavior obtained for several temperatures which were
studied in the 1.05cm i.d. reactor. Similar results were
obtained for the 0.4cm and 1.6cm i.d. reactors. The
experimental rate constant (kex p) is taken as the slope of
these lines and has units of reciprocal seconds.
Correction of the rate constant for the nonisothermal temperature profile <48> was deemed unnecessary
since the resulting improvement (adjustment to kex p) was
less than experimental error. This relatively small
adjustment is due to the nearly perfect isothermal
temperature profile which resulted from very tight
temperature control (see Figure 2: EXPERIMENTAL METHOD).
The dependence of the experimental first order rate
constant (kexp) upon temperature was obtained by fitting
k exp to the Arrhenius law. Figure 7 shows the natural log
(1n) of k exp plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature
in degrees Kelvin. As expected , a linear relationship is
obtained over the temperature range studied. The global

to

FIRST ORDER BEHAVIOR: 1.05cm ID: figure 6

4

H

2

Atmosphere

3

2

1

8
RESIDENCE TIME (sec)

ARRHENIUS BEHAVIOR of k

figure 7
exp

1.05cm i.d. reactor
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activation energy (Eag) and Arrbenioo pre-exponential factor
(&g) can then be determined for the first order
decomposition of cbIorobeozene in the I.05cro i.d. reactor
with a bath gas of hydrogen at a total pressure of l atm.
Fitting the data obtained with the other reactor diameters
to this expression gave similar results. The global
Arrbeoioo parameters were determined from o least squares
fit of the data and are summarized in Table II.

TABLE II
Global Arrbeoios Parameters for the Decomposition of
Cblorobenzene~ in an Atmosphere or Hydrogen
Reactor Diameter
(cm)

E -_
_ ~~

A_
_~

(DcaI/mol)

(l/sec)

0,4

60

3.75 z 1011

1.05

59

1,4 x 1011

1.6

56

4.8 x 1010

20

2.05 x 105

O.4

*

* based upon a clean or virgin quartz reactor tube
Io(keop) = In(A) - Eag/RT(k)
These results suggest that an increase in the surface
to volume ratio of the reactor causes an increase in the
rate of decomposition of chlozobeozeoe.

This result is

expected; and a more detailed discussion will be presented
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in a following section.

The Eftert of the VVall Surface

D000 Decomposition

Rates:
Figure 8 contrasts the decomposition of cblorobenoene
versos residence time for both a clean quartz wall surface
and that of an aged (coked) surface. A clean reactor was
washed with detergent and flushed with distilled water prior
to use; there was no carbon film on the clean sorface. This
data was obtained in o 4mm i,d, reactor at 1123K. All
conditions were identical with the exception of the age of
the reactor tube. The clean surface data was obtained using
a virgin quartz reactor tobe. The aged surface data, on the
other hand, was obtained after a thin film of graphite was
allowed to be uniformly deposited upon the reactor wall.
Aging was performed by allowing the reaction to occur at
l273 K for 12 boors with an overage residence time of 3
seconds. For aging the initial hydrogen to cblorobenzeoe
ratio was set at 50;1 in order to speed op the carbon
deposition. The 0.4cm i.d, reactor was chosen for this
investigation because the relative importance of the wall
reaction is greater in o reactor vvbicb has a large surface
to volume (S/V) ratio, It is obvious from this figure, that
the clean surface accelerates the decomposition of
cbImrobenoeoe.

figure 8

COMPARISON OF CLEAN and AGED REACTORS
C6H5CI+H2 0 1123K : 4mm ID REACTOR
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In Figure 9, a comparison of theArrbenios behavior
of cblozobenzeoe pyrolysis in a hydrogen atmosphere is made
using these two reactors. The clean quartz surface clearly
shows some catalytic activity when compared with the aged
surface. The global activation energy obtained with the
clean reactor is significantly lower than that obtained with
the aged tube. Dissociation reactions of cblorobenzeoe and
hydrogen which occur on a clean wall surface appear to occur
at m higher rate than those which occur on an aged or coked
surface. This is probably doe to the fact that pure carbon
is more inezt.<49} This apparent heterogeneous catalysis of
,the molecular dissociation and radical recombination
reactions which occurs on clean quartz has been noted by
Mulcaby.< 50)A common practice is to provide the reactor
vessel wall with some coating which deactivates it towards
fission and recombination reactions when this Problem is
identified.
As e result of these findings, all of the reactor
tubes used to collect the kinetic data were aged (as above)
prior to data collection to deactivate the wall. The choice
to deactivate the wall is required here; since our goal is
to analyze the gas phase (homogeneous) reaction; and wall
reactions are of less importance in a full scale pyrolysis
unit than they are in a laboratory scale reactor. Moreover,
deactivation of the wall would inevitably occur with use,
doe to the deposition of graphite.

figure 9

CH5CI

2 ARRHENIUS BEHAVIOR
CLEAN vs. AGED 4rnm Ld. REACTOR' TUBES-
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The Effect of the Tubular Reactor Diameter Upon the
Decomposition of Chlorobenzene:
The normalized concentration of chlorobenzene is
presented in Figure 10 as a function of average residence
time within the reactors studied at 1148K. Decomposition of
chlorobenzene is most rapid within the 0.4cm i.d. reactor.
The reagent, i addition, dissappears more quickly in the
1.05cm i.d. reactor than it does within the reactor of 1.6cm
i.d.

This trend is expected since the observed reaction is

the result of two parallel reactions. One of these is the
homogeneous reaction which occurs in the bulk of the gas
mixture; the other is a heterogeneous reaction which occurs
on the surface of the flow tube wall. Clearly the relative
importance of the wall reaction is greater when the surface
to volume (S/V) ratio or relative extent of the wall surface
is greater. These results are in good agreement with the
trends observed in previous studies:51,52>
In Figure 11, a comparison is made of the yield of
the major product, benzene, as a function of the average
residence time whithin the three reactors which were studied
at a temperature of 1148K.

The small differences in the

yield of benzene can be explained by the different
chlorobenzene

conversions which were observed; and were

illustrated in Figure 10. The significant result is that

the wall reaction does not influence the distribution of
this major product.

figure 10

C6H5CI+H2 EFFECT OF REACTOR DIAMETER
DECOMPOSITION OF C6H5CI IN H2 AT 1148K
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11
YIELD OF C6H6 ©1 1 48K vs 'R,ESI3ENCE TIME
figure

EFFECT OF REACTOR DIANitiER
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The A rhenius behavior of the first order
decomposition rate constants (pyrolysis of chlorobenzene in
a hydrogen atmosphere) is illustrated in Figure 12 for each
tubular reactor studied. These results are also summarized
in Table 2. As the S/V ratio (2/r) changes from 10 to 2.5
the global activation energy (Ea g) drops from 60 to 56
kcal/mol. The same change in 2/r causes the global
frequency factor

(A g)

to drop from 3.75x1011/sec to

4.8x101°/sec. The behavior of the bulk or homogeneous
reaction is observed when 2/r approaches zero, i.e. the
relative extent of the reactor wall becomes small.

Decoupling of the Wall and Bulk Reaction Rate Constants:
De coupling of the wall and bulk reaction rate
constants can be achieved by using the following
relationship which assumes ideal plug flow behavior and is
based upon the work of Kaufman:<53>
kexp = k b + (2/r)k w
In this expression, kb and k w are the reaction rate
constants for the bulk and wall reactions respectively.
This expression suggests that a plot of the experimentally
observed rate constant (kexp) versus the S/V ratio (2/r)
should yield a linear relationship with slope k w

and

intercept kb.
Figure 13 presents k exp versus the S/V ratio of the
reactors from which the data was obtained for several

figure 12

C6H5CI PYROLYSIS IN a H2 ATMOSPHERE
FIRST ORDER GLOBAL ARRHENIUS BEHAVIOR
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temperatures. The experimental rate constants increase
linearly as the S/V ratio is increased. It should be noted
that the values of k exp which are used in this analysis are
based upon the smoothed Arrhenius relationships of Table II.
The smoothed data was chosen; since repeating the same
average reactor temperature to within +5°C when using
different reactor tubes was very difficult. To ignore these
different temperatures would introduce a large error due to
the relatively high experimental activation energies which
were obtained.
The results of decoupling with the plug flow model
are estimates of the rate constant for the reaction in the
homogeneous phase (kb) and the heterogeneous reaction
occurring on the wall (kw). These results are summarized in
Table 3.

The Arrhenius behavior of the wall and bulk rate

constants from the plug flow model are shown in Figure 14.
The validity of these results were tested using a
rigorous numerical solution of the conservation equation for
laminar flow in a tube with a first order reaction. The
response surface method and laminar flow model decoupling
method of Chang <54> were used in this analysis. The
determination of kb and k w by this method is shown in Figure
15. Ideally, the lines for the three reactor diameters
should intersect at a single point. This point represents
the true value of k b and k w determined from the laminar flow
model. In practice, however, intersection does not occur at

DECOUPLING of kb and k

figure 13
w

with the Plug Flow
Model
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b

& k

w

figure 14

determined from the Plug Flow Model
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a single point; and the centroid of the resulting triangle
must be used to give the true values of kb aand k w from the
laminar flow model. For a detailed discussion of this
method of decoupling, see Chang <55> or Mamhood.<56>
TABLE III
Decoupling with the Plug Flow Model
kexp*(1/sec)

Temperature

kw

0.4cm

1.05cm

1010

26.5

14.5

12.3

7.4

1.9

975

13.9

7.6

6.6

4.0

1.0

950

8.2

4.7

4.2

2.7

0.55

904

3.3

1.8

1.7

1.1

0.22

876

1.65

1.0

0.94

0.67

0.10

850

0.97

0.56

0.54

0.36

0.06

825

0.49

0.28

0.28

0.19

0.03

0.16

0.02

degrees(C)

800

0.34

0.22

1.6cm i.d.

kb

0.22

(1/sec)

based upon the smoothed experimental data

(cm/sec)
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The Arrhenius behavior of kb and kw as determined by
this model are illustrated in Figure 16. These results are
summarized in Table IV.

TABLE IV
Temperature Dependence of kb and kw determined from the
Laminar Flow Model*
Temperature
degrees C

k
(1/sec)

k
(cm/sec)

1000

7.40

1.47

937

1.68

0.54

875

0.74

0.07

812

0.13

0.03

based upon the smoothed experimental data

As can be seen in Figure 17, there is very good
agreement between the results from both laminar and plug
flow models. One can conclude then, that the plug flow
model accurately describes the behavior of this experimental
system, despite the fact that the flow regime is laminar.
See Chang <57> for a detailed discussion on the validity of
the plug flow model.
The Arrhenius parameters for the bulk and wall
reaction rate constants were easily determined by a least

m
DECOUPLING of k

b

and k

figure 15
w

with the
Laminar Flow Model
at 1273 K
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b
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figure 16
w

DETERMINED from the LAMINAR FLOW MODEL
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figure 17

LAMINAR & PLUG FLOW MODELS
ARRHENIUS BEHAVIOR OF Kb Sc Kw

I-.
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squares fit of the data in Figure 17. The Arrhenius
expressions for kb and k w are as fol lows:

ln(kb) = 23.15 - 54{Kcal/mol} /RT(K)
ln(kw) = 25.7 - 64{Kcal/mol} /RT(K)

The activation energy of the wall reaction
is, therefore, 64 Kcal/mol. The bulk reaction activation
energy was determined as 54 Kcal/mol.
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Product Distribution for The Thermal Decomposition of
Chlorobenzene in a Hydrogen Atmosphere
Time Dependence of Major Products:
The normalized concentration of the products are
given as a function of the average residence time within the
0.4mm i.d. reactor at 1003°C in Figure 18a. The yield of
benzene rises consistently with time.

It reaches an

apparent steady state value of about 65% the initial of
chlorobenzene after approximately 0.01 seconds. At this
point, the chlorobenzene concentration has fallen to about
10% of its initial value. The toluene concentration rises
from zero to an apparent steady state value of 1% of the
initial chlorobenzene concentration. Nearly 25% of the
chlorobenzene initially present is lost to the formation of
carbon. Carbon formation was estimated by difference after
taking into account the relative response factors of the
stable products which were measured by the flame ionization
detector of the GC. The formation of carbon was obvious
upon examination of the reactor tube and gas sampling
filter. Trace amounts (<0.5%) of cyclopentadiene,
dichlorobenzene, naphthalene, 1,1-biphenyl, and
chlorobiphenyl were identified by gc/mass spectrometric
analysis of samples of the reactor gas.
Figure 18b shows a similar product distribution curve
obtained in the same reactor at 856°C. In this case,
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C6H5CI + H2 4mm ID rxtr 0 1003 deg C
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION vs. RESIDENCE TIME

C6H5CI + H2 4mm ID rxtr 0 856 deg C
PRODUCT DIST. vs. RESIDENCE TIME

figure 18
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however, the benzene concentration only approaches 46% of
the chlorobenzene which was initially present. The yield of
toluene is slightly higher (2.5%). Under these conditions,
nearly 40% of the chlorobenzene is converted to carbon. The
carbon either takes the form of graphite, which is deposited
on the reactor wall, or soot which is dispersed in the gas.
Similar quantities of the trace products cyclopentadiene,
dichlorobenzene, etc. were observed.
The vertical line on these figures locates the point
at which 80% conversion of chlorobenzene to products is
reached. The higher temperature favors the formation of
benzene (59% as opposed to 43%) over carbon (20% as opposed
to 35%). This suggests that to minimize the formation of
carbon and maximize the formation of benzene in the 0.4cm
i.d. reactor, it is desirable to run at a high temperature
using a short residence time. Similar results were obtained
with the other reactors studied. The temperature dependence
of the product distribution is discussed in the next
section.
The products which were observed are in good
agreement with those observed in previous studies.< 58> The
presence of cyclopentadiene as a stable product was not
previously cited; but Louw et al., believed that
cyclopentadiene production could explain the formation of
the methane which they had observed. It should be noted,
that although cyclopentadiene was observed in the current
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study, the presence of methane was never confirmed.

This

is most likely a result of our detection limit for methane.
Methane present in an amount less than 1% of the initial
chlorobenzene would not have been detected by our analytical
system. This is due to the use of liquid oxygen for
cryogenic focussing of the sample.

Temperature Dependence of the Product Distribution:
The distribution of the major products formed at 1
second average residence time are presented in Figures
19,20,and 21 as a function of temperature for each of the
reactors studied. In all cases, the yield of benzene
reaches a maximum of approximately 65% of the chlorobenzene
initially present at about 1000°C. At this temperature and
a residence time of 1 second nearly 35% of the
chlorobenzene is converted to carbon. Tables V through VII
summarize the material balances upon carbon within these
reactors as a function of the reactor temperature for
aresidence time of 1 second.
Direct comparison of Figures 19 through 21 to
determine the effect of the reactor diameter upon the
product distribution at different temperatures can be
misleading; since at 1 second residence time the conversion
of chlorobenzene to products which was achieved within these
reactors was not the same. Figure 22 on the other hand,

figure 19

4mm ID rxtr :1 sec residence time
PRODUCT DIST. vs. T(C) : C6H5CI + H2
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figure 20

1.05 cm ID rxtr : 1 sec residence time
PRODUCT DIST vs. T(C) : C6H5CI + H2
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figure 21

1 .6 cm ID rxtr: 1 sec residence time
PRODUCT DIST vs. T(C) : C6H5CI + H2
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TABLE V
Material Balance per 600 moles of Carbon
1.6cm i.d. Reactor at 1 second residence time
Temp(C)

moles C6H5C1

moles C6H6

moles C(S)*

853

333.6

209.6

56.8

877

196.7

283.2

102.1

904

115.0

358.5

126.5

927

34.4

396.7

168.9

952

8.4

391.5

200.1

975

0.7

380.4

219

* carbon solid is calculated by difference

TABLE VI
Material Balance per 600 moles of Carbon
1.05cm i.d. Reactor at 1 second residence time
Temp(C)

moles C6H5C1

moles C6H6

moles C(S)*

825

378.5

210.5

11

859

171.4

273.5

155.1

904

49.3

388.9

161.8

950

3.2

420.5

176.3

1000

1.3

400

198.7

* carbon solid is calculated by difference
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TABLE VII
Material Balance per 600 moles of Carbon
0.4cm i.d. Reactor at 1 second residence time
Temp(C)

moles C6H5C1

moles C6H6

moles C6H5CH3

moles C(S)*

856

159.6

253.2

18.6

162.6

875

88.8

315.5

15.2

174.5

905

59.5

376.9

18.3

139.3

952

20.5

392.1

6.9

174.5

977

3.6

417.7

13.6

159.1

1003

4.0

444.5

12.2

133.3

* carbon solid is calculated by difference
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presents the normalized product concentration as a function
of the surface to volume ratio at temperatures of 875°C and
1000°C respectively, and a constant conversion of
chlorobenzene to products equal to 80%. The surface to
volume ratio of these reactors has no noticable effect upon
the distribution of the major products.

The yield of

toluene, on the other hand, appears slightly higher in the
small diameter reactor. This result suggests that the
reaction which occurs on the flow tube wall has a similar
selectivity to that which occurs in the bulk of the gas.
The formation of toluene and other trace species, however,
appear to be favored by high S/V ratios.
Since the reactor diameter has no noticable influence
upon the distribution of the major products, benzene and
carbon, the temperature dependence of these products which
is obtained at 80% conversion of chlorobenzene is derived
from all reactor data and presented in Figure 23. The
result suggests that benzene production is favored over
carbon (solids) at 1000°C. The opposite is true at 875°C.
The tendency of aromatics to form solids is well
known.<59>

Soot formation is believed to occur as the

result of ring fusing reactions. Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and polyphenyls are expected to result; they
are believed to be precursors to the graphite which is found
on the reactor wall.<60>
Mass spectral analysis of the soot formed in these

figure 22

06H5C1 +H2: 80% conversion to products
PRODUCT DST vs. S/V (2/r)
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figure 23

C6H5CI + H2: 80% conversion to products
PRODUCT DIST vs. T(C): all diameters
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reactors shows strong evidence of high molecular weight
PAH's which were absorbed by the carbon black. As a result,
the carbon which is referenced in the previous figures and
tables is beleived to have traces of several PAH and
polyphenyl compounds.
Table VIII lists the stable products which were
identified by GC/mass spectrometry. These products are, for
the most part, in good agreement with the products
identified in studies by Louw et al.<61> and Cullis and
Manton.<62> It is worth noting that none of the previous
studies have reported toluene or cyclopentadiene as stable
products. One reason for this could be that the residence
times which they studied may have been so long that these
products were also pyrolyzed.

The PAH :ompounds found in

the carbon (solids) were not previously observed by these
investigators either. This is understandable; since the
analytical technique needed for this analysis is not very
straightforward.
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TABLE VIII
Stable Products of Chlorobenzene Decomposition
Identified ba GC/Mass Spectrometry

pk#*

Compound
HC1

***

**
Class/Amount

Sample Type/Inlet

major product (to 85%)

gas (gc)

1

cyclopentadiene

trace (<0.5%)

gas (gc)

2

benzene

major product (to 70%)

gas (gc)

3

toluene

minor product (to 2.5%)

gas (gc)

4

chlorobenzene

reactant

gas (gc)

5

dichlorobenzene

trace (<<0.5%)

gas (gc)

6

naphthalene

trace (<<0.5%)

gas (gc)

7

1,1-biphenyl

trace (<<0.5%)

gas (gc)&
soot (solids probe)

8

biphenylene

trace (<<0.5%)

gas (gc)&
soot (solids probe)

9

chlorobiphenyl

trace (<<0.5%)

gas (gc)&
soot (solids probe)

dichlorobiphenyl
****
several PAH's

trace (<<0.5%)

soot (solids probe)

trace (<0.5%)

soot (solids probe)

*

peak numbers refer to figures° 24a and 24b

**

percentage of chlorobenzene initially present

***
****

quantitation by titration of gas dissolved in solution
several PAH's in the molecular wt. range 178-400 AMU
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Material Balance on Chlorine:
The moles of HC1 produced per mole of chlorobenzene
initially present is shown in Figure 21 as a function of
temperature for reaction in the 1.6cm i.d. flow tube at a
residence time of 1 second. The yield of HC1 rises steadily
as temperature is increased. The maximum yield is about 82%
and occurs at a temperature of 925°C. Table IX summarizes
the material balance on chlorine for these conditions.

TABLE IX
Material Ba 1 ance per 100 Mol es of Ch 1 or ine a s Ch 1 oroben zene
at 1 second residence time
Temp(C) moles C6H5C1

moles HC1

moles unaccountedfor

854

60

33

7

877

43

56

1

904

19.2

75.6

5.2

927

5.7

80.4

13.9

952

1.4

76.3

22.3

977

0.1

79.4

20.5

Several factors can contribute to the relatively
large amount (20%) of chlorine which is not accounted for.
Due to the fairly low concentration of chlorine as
chlorobenzene entering the reactor, the concentration of the
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HC1 which is produced is not very large. As a result, any
attack on metal valves or tubing by this HCl can generate a
large error in the material balance. On the other hand,
mass spectral analyses of the soot from the reactor exit
shows that trace levels of high molecular weight chlorinated
compounds are present. It is felt that they accumulated in
the carbon black by absorption after a period of time; and
this is one possible source of the [C1] discrepancy.
Several of these compounds, with the exception of
chlorobiphenyl, dichlorobiphenyl, and the PAH's, have not
yet been fully identified; they are clearly not higher
PCB's.
It is believed that loss of chlorine by attack on
metal valves and tubing (all held at 200°C) by HC1 is the
most probable cause for the discrepancy in the material
balance on chlorine.

Effect of the Bath Gas upon the Decomposition of C6H5C1 and
the Distribution of the Major Products:
Figures 24a and 24b contrast the chromatograms of the
products of the decomposition of chlorobenzene in helium and
hydrogen atmospheres respectively. These chromatograms were
obtained from samples of the effluent of the 4mm i.d.
reactor when it was operated at 1000°C and 1 second average
residence time.

In the first case the bath gas was helium
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figure 24a
C6H5C1 PYROLYSIS
He atmosphere

figure 24 b
C6H5C1 PYROLYSIS
H2 atmosphere
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and in the second case hydrogen was used. Peak# 4 is that
of the reactant chlorobenzene. It is obvious that the
hydrogen atmosphere accelerates the decomposition of
chlorobenzene. Not only is the conversion greatly enhanced,
but the formation of the undesired products naphthalene,
biphenyl, and chlorobiphenyl is clearly suppressed. The
formation of benzene is favored over these compounds when
the pyrolysis occurs in hydrogen.
The time dependence of the decomposition of
chlorobenzene in these two atmospheres is presented in
Figure 25. This data was obtained at both 1148K and 1273K
for pyrolysis in the 4mm i.d. reactor. These results
suggest that hydrogen plays a significant role in a rate
determining process within the reaction mechanism.
The time dependence of the concentration of benzene
which is produced at 1148K in these bath gasses is
contrasted in Figure 26. In the hydrogen atmosphere, the
yield of benzene rises to 70% of the chlorobenzene initially
present within 0.3 seconds. In sharp contrast, an average
residence time of 0.3 seconds yields only 15% benzene when
the bath gas used is helium. Even after the reaction is
allowed to progress for 1.6 seconds in helium, only 80%

conversion of chlorobenzene to products is achieved with a
yield of benzene of only 60%. It should be noted that the
yields of benzene are comparable at 80% conversion; but the
time needed to achieve this conversion is eight times longer

figure 25

C6H5CI pyrolysis at 1273K & 1223K
effect of the bath gas: 10.5mm ID rxtr
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figure 26

06H6 yield : C6H5CI pyrolysis © 1148K
thp hnth nrig... 10 ,mirr, lB rytr
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for pyrolysis in the inert gas. Clearly the addition of
hydrogen has a dramatic effect upon this reaction, which is
in good agreement with the results of Cullis and Manton <63>
and of Louw <64> ; however no quantitative results were
available from these studies.
In Figures 27 and 28 the product distributions for
pyrolysis in these two bath gases are presented as functions
of temperature for two of the reactors studied and an
average residence time of 1 second. The formation of carbon
is favored over benzene when helium is the chosen bath gas
for both reactors and all temperatures. This is the
opposite of what was observed when hydrogen was the bath
gas. In addition, comparison of these figures shows that
the S/V ratio has a profound effect upon both the conversion
of chlorobenzene and the distribution of the major products
when the atmosphere is helium. This result suggests that
the chain initiation and terminations occur primarily on the
reactor wall in the helium atmosphere.<64>

These results

are in sharp contrast to the observations of pyrolysis in an
atmosphere of hydrogen. Incidentally, unlike the pyrolysis
results in H2, those obtained in the He atmosphere were
found to depart markedly from first order kinetics when the
S/V ratio was less than 4/cm. This also suggests that the
reaction on the wall is relatively more important than it is
when the decomposition is carried out in hydrogen.

It

appears that the bulk reaction is much slower in the inert
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gas and that the reaction on the wall is about the same as
when these reactions occur in hydrogen. However, a more
extensive study of these differences will be necessary
before any conclusion can be reached.

figure 27

1.05 cm rxtr : 1 sec residence time
PROD DIST vs. T(C):effect of bath gas
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figure 28

1 .6 cm ID rxtr: 1 sec residence time
PROD DIST vs. 1(,C):effect of bath gas
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Mechanism of Hydrodechlcrination of Chlorobenzene:
The following mechanism is suggested to account for
the products of the reaction of chlorobenzene with hydrogen.
This mechanism will be tested by the detailed mechanistic
modeling which is currently being performed.
1. PhC1 == Ph' + C1'

(initiation)

2. Ph' + H2 == PhH + H'
3. Cl' + H2 == HC1 + H'

(shifted to the right
by the high [H2])

4. PhCl + H' == PhHC1'
5. PhHC1' == PhH + Cl'
6. PhC1 + H' == Ph' + HC1
7. PhHC1' + H' == PhH + HC1
8. H' + PhC1 == H 2 + PhCl'
9. C1' + PhCl == HC1 + PhCl' (slow due small [Cl'])
10. Ph' + Ph' == Ph-Ph
11. Ph' + PhCl' == Ph-C6H4C1
12. PhCl' + PhCl' == C6H 4 Cl-C6 H 4 Cl
13. H' + C12 == C1' + HC1

(very little C12 present)

14. H' + Cl' + M == HC1 + M
15. C1' + Cl' == C12

(slow due to lack of Cl' by 3)

16. H' + H' + M == H 2 + M
17. PhCl' + HC1 == C6 H 4C1 2 + H'
This mechanism is by no means complete; however, it
does describe a probable path by which the major products
are formed. The modeling of these reactions is currently
being explored.

CONCLUSIONS
The decomposition of chlorobenzene in a hydrogen bath
gas was carried out at 1 atm total pressure in a tubular
high temperature reactor. Temperatures ranged from 1085 1283 K; and the average residence times studied were in the
range from 0.02 - 2.5 seconds.
Decoupling of the rate constants for reaction on the
wall and in the bulk was accomplished with the plug flow
model. The rigorous laminar flow model was then used to
check the validity of the plug flow assumption. The plug
flow model was found to be valid under the conditions
studied. The temperature dependent expressions which were
obtained for k b and k w are as follows:
kb = 1.13 x 1010 e-(54/RT)
k w = 1.4 x 1011
- e-(64/RT)

{l/sec}: homogeneous reaction.
{cm/sec}: reaction on the wall.

The distribution of major products was found to be
insensitive to the S/V ratio of the reactor.
Complete destruction of the parent chlorobenzene
was accomplished at a temperature of 1273K and a residence
time of 1 second. The reaction products were analyzed by
on-line gas chromatography. The thermodynamically stable
major products HC1, benzene, and C(s) were identified by a
GC/mass spectrometer.

Some traces of chlorobiphenyl,

dichlorobiphenyl, and PAH's were identified in the solid
carbon; but these are believed to be formed in small amounts
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and to have accumulated in the carbon after several weeks of
operation.
Even though carbon is a major product, there are some
operating conditions which tend to minimize its formation.
In addition, these conditions tend to maximize the yield of
the desired product benzene.
Decomposition of chlorobenzene in an inert atmosphere
was studied and contrasted with the above results. It was
found that the presence of hydrogen not only accelerates the
destruction of this chioroaromatic; but it increases the
yield of benzene as well as suppressing the formation of
carbon and the polycyclic and polyphenyl products.
The concentration / time study of the reactant and
products has been completed over a 200°C temperature range.
This data will be used in future modelling of a detailed
reaction mechanism which will accuratly describe these
results.
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PART II

CALCULATION OF UNIMOLECULAR REACTION RATE CONSTANTS
FOR THE REACTION OF CHLOROBENZENE AND HYDROGEN ATOMS
An Application of QRRR Theory

ABSTRACT

The pressure/temperature behavior of the decomposition
of the chlorocyclohexadienyl radical complex has been
calculated using the ISOMACT QRRK method (Anthony M. Dean,
J. Phys. Chem.,89 (1985), 4600).

This fortran program was

run on NJIT's VAX system. The calculations were performed
over a temperature range from 200K to 2000K for six
pressures ranging from 0.76 torr to 3000 torr. The
calculated values of (kstab /ki nf) range from 4.33 x 10-4 at
200 K and 3000 torr to 2.69 x 10-9 at 2000 K and 0.76 torr.
The calculated values for (k rxn/ki n f) are near unity
throughout this pressure/temperature range. Therefore, the
stabilization of the radical adduct is unimportant for all
pressures and temperatures examined. As a result, the
observed behavior of the reaction of chlorobenzene with
hydrogen atoms is as follows:
C6 H5Cl + H• --) C6H6 + Cl•
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OBJECT

The objective of this investigation was to calculate
the pressure/temperature dependence of the decomposition of
the ch 1 orocyc 1 ohexad ieny 1 radical complex.

The Fortran

Program ISOMACT (Anthony M. Dean, J. Phys. Chem., (1985) 89,
4600) was run on the VAX/VMS System at NJIT to do the QRRK
calculations necessary for this investigation.

INTRODUCTION
The analysis of free radical reaction is of great
importance in the field of combustion and pyrolysis
research. Detailed kinetic models of pyrolysis systems are
necessary to explain experminentally observed behavior.
These models necessarily involve the estimation of the rate
constants of one hundred or more elementary reactions. It
is hoped that taken together these steps will adequately
describe the experimental observations.
The general practice is to estimate reaction rate
constants at their high pressure limit. Rate constants at
their high pressure limit are functions temperature alone.
The evidence is mounting, however, that suggests it is not
always justified to assume that elementary reaction rate
constants are pressure independent. The pressure dependence
of the rate constant can become very important, at lelevated
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temperatures. Therefore, the success of any detailed
kinetic model depends upon a detailed analysis of the
individual reaction steps involved.
Detailed analyses using RRKM Theory requires too much
time to make the overall kinetic model practical. The QRRK
Theory on the other hand, gives an adequate mixture of
accuracy and simplicity. It is therefore useful in
estimating the pressure/temperature dependence of elementary
reaction rate constants.

The theories of unimolecular

reactions necessarily have their base in statistical and
quantum mechanics thermodynamics. These are discussed at
length as well as in theory.
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THEORY

In the absence of some type of radiation
(photochemical activation) all unimolecular reactions are
the result of bimolecular processes. Lindemann postulated
the following mechanism to explain chemical activation:

A

A + M
A

*

*

+ M
scheme {la}

B

Unimolecular reactions therefore require two
fundamental steps; collisional activation and unimolecular
dissociation. Scheme {la} gives the following observed
unimolecular behavior:
A —+ B

scheme {lb}

If one performs a material balance on product
concentration [B] in {la} one gets the following:

dB/dt = kuni [A]

(1)

kuni in equation (1) is given by the following:
kuni = (1(2)(1[M11 / {k_1[M] + k2}

(2)

As can be seen from equation (2), k un i = f(W).
There are two cases which arise for opposite extremes of
[M]. One extreme is known as the high pressure limit where
[M] -4 large. In this case equation (2) reduces to the
following:
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kinf = kuni = k1 k2 I k-1'

(3)

The other extreme is known as the low pressure limit
where [M] —4 small. In this case equation (2) reduces to
the following:
k°= kuni = k 1 [Ml

(4)

In all of the above expressions kl, k_1, and k2 are
reaction rate constants and are functions of the collision
frequency. [M] is the concentration of the third body which
is responsible for col lisional activation. At the high
pressure limit k un i = kinf { = f(P)}. In the falloff
region, on the other hand, k un i = k° = f(P). The common
practice is to assume that the given reaction is at its high
pressure limit. Below the transition pressure (Pt) the rate
constant k un i is no longer independent of pressure. The
pressure region below Pt is known as the falloff region
because kun i decreases as the pressure is decreased.

This

falloff is due to the fact that the bimolecular energization
becomes rate limiting (see Figure 29). In equation (2) the
strong collision assumption is used. By strong collisions
we assume that every collision between the activated complex
and a third body (M) result in deactivation of the complex.
Lindemann Theory did not reproduce experimental
falloff behavior adequately and other theories were
postulated to account for this phenomenon.
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Hinshelwood felt that rate constants (k1 & k2) in
expression (2) should somehow be related to the energy of
the complex and not just the collision rate. However, this
and other theories by Slater, Rice, & Rampsgerger were
unable to account for the falloff of behavior adequately.
Kassel's modification of the theories of Rice and
Rampsberger is based upon a system of s harmonic
oscillators. The probability that the energy in any chosen
oscillator is greater than the critical energy E0 (i.e.,
sufficient energy to react) is given by Robinson and
Holbrook as the following < l >:
/E))s-1
P(Eosc>Eo) = (1 - (30

(5)

Therefore k = A(E-Eo/E)s-1 where A = proportionality
constant (frequency factor) Robinson and Holbrook gives the
following expressions for the high pressure limit (kin f) and
pressure dependent kuni:<2>

In equation (7) X = (E/KT).

This is the RRK equation

for the reaction scheme in {la} with kun i as in scheme {lb}.
Kassel usec. similar arguments to derive a quantized
version of this theory. In the QRRK or quantized RRK, the
energy is expressed in quanta where m = Eo/hv and n = E/hv
(E & E0 are the oscillator energy and critical energy
respectively; h is Plank's constant and v is the frequency
of the oscillator). Robinson and Holbrook give Kassels
quantum equations for scheme {la} as the following:< 3>
P(energy > m quanta in the chosen oscillator) =

with a = exp(-hv/KT)

and

p = (n-m)

we get finally:

It should be noted that these expressions for the
QRRK Theory reduce to expressions (5,6,&7) of the RRK
theory, If hv (the quantum internal) becomes very small.
Marcus later modified RRK Theory to pay particular
attention to the energy distribution among all the degrees
of freedom of the complex. As a result, RRKM Theory
requires many parameter and is therefore difficult to use
despite the fact it is regarded as a standard by which other
theories are compared.

PROCEDURE

APPLICATION TO BIMOLECULAR PROCESSES
Benson <4> has said that bimolecular reactions consist
of two successive steps 1.) bimolecular formation of the
complex 2.) unimolecular decomposition of the complex. We
can therefore take as k in f = k1 = rate constant for the
bimolecular formation of A*. We now have the following
scheme presented by Dean:<5>

In scheme {2a} the strong collision assumption is
replaced by collisional deactivation efficiency (B).

B is

defined as the probability of a collision causing

deactivation (deactivation is complete when it occurs). B
can be calculated by Troes method as shown by Dean <6>. In
general B is related to the inverse of temperature.

Applying the same argument to scheme {2a} as were
applied to {la} we can derive an overall expression for the
two aparent reaction channels {2b} (see appendix for
details).

We can obtain expressions for the the aparent rate
constants k rxm, ks ta b in terms of the rate constants in
scheme {2a} (see appendix). We obtain the following:

In equations (14 & 15) f(E) is the chemical

activation distribution function and gives the distribution
of energy levels or the activated complex. The expression
for f(E) and ki(E) are given in the appendix sample
calculations.

SCHEME IN THIS INVESTIGATION
The hydrodechlorination of chlorobenzene by hydrogen
atoms.

The Isomact Program was used to calculate the energy
dependent rate constants k_1, k2 in addition to the
deactivation = Bk s[MI] as a function of temperature and
pressure. Input information included A factors and energy
barriers for k1, k2. (see list of input data in appendix in
addition to the estimation of Eo"s in sample calculations).
The deactivation rate k s is calculated using the method of
Forst <7> given by Dean <8> ask s = 2.708k HS(e/KT)1/3 where
k HS is the collision rate for hard spheres given in
Benson <9>. Other input information required are the Lennard
Jones parameters for the complex and third body in addition
to energy transferred <- E> used in equation (13). the
frequency of the complex was determined as the geometric
mean frequency of that- listed in IR tables (note for this

investigation we used v of chlorobenzene for the complex).
For a summary of the input data in addition to sample
calculations of the input data see appendix. The following
section is a summary of the results of this investigation.

The decomposition/stabilization of the
chlorocyclohexadienyl radical complex was modeled using the
ISOMACT QRRK calculations. The calculations were performed
over a temperature range from 200K to 2000K for each of six
pressures between 0.76 torr and 3000 torr.

The observed

normalized stabilization rate constants (kstsb/kin f) range
from

4.33 x10-4 at 200K and

3000 torr to 2.69x10-9 at

20001e and 0.76 torr (please see Figure 29 and Table X).
The normalized rate constants for the formation of
products (krxn/kin f) are near unity throughout this pressure
range for all temperatures examined.
from 0.9862 at 0.76 torr & 200K to

(krxn/kin f) ranged

0.9729 at

3000 torr &

2000 K (see Figure 30).
The collisional deactivation efficiency (B) ranged
from 0.45 at 200K

to 0.094 at

2000K (see Figure 31). The

deactivation (Bks[M]) ranged from 9.82 x 10 4- 10/sec at a
pressure of 3000 torr & 200K

to 7.67 x 10 4- 5/sec at 0.76

torr & 2000K (see Figure 32). The value of ks ranged from
9.1 x 10 +14 {cm3/mol sec} at 200K to 1.34x101- 151cm3/molsecl
at 2000 K as can be seen in Figure 33 (Complete tablulation
of results and input data appear in the appendix).

The reaction of the chlorocyclohexadienyl radical
complex was modeled using the ISOMACT Program for QRRK
calculations of the observed reaction channel rate
constants. The scheme of this reaction is outlined in the
theory (see scheme (3a}).
The

QRRK

method is accurate enough to be of interest

yet is simple enough to be useful. A comparison of the
Theory with

RRK

and

RRKM

PbC0<10>.

n-C4H10 and

(k°/kin f) from

QRRK

QRRK

appears in Table XI for the systems
It should be obvious that values of

compare well with

RRKM

for

n-C 4H10

300K where both are of the order of 10-2 while

RRK

at

fails

miserably yielding a result for(k°/kinf) on the order of
1017.
the

The quantum effects disregarded in the development of

RRK

Theory are clearly very important here. At higher

temperatures

RRK

yields results which are not in such gross

error.
Similar results appear in Table XII for the
pressure dependence of (kun i/kin f).
ability of
systems.

QRRK

One can compare the

to predict pressure dependence for these

At 300K and 1 x 10 +5 Pa all three theories yeild

(kuni/kinf) equal to unity for n-C4 H10, but at 10-7 Pa
predicts (k un i/kin f) equal to 1.2x10-5, whereas

RRK

QRRK

still

predicts essentially high pressure rate constant behavior.
At higher temperatures - 1200K and 10-4 Pa one can see,

however, that RRK and QRRK match the results of RRKM equally
well. For systems under the conditions where hv is not
small, RRK can give considerable error due to the neglect of
quantum effects in the derivation of equations (6&7).
The results of the ISOMACT QRRK calculation on the
chlorocyclohexadienyl radical complex are tabulated in
Figures 29 - 33 and Tables X, XIII, XIV. Figure 29
illustrates that the reaction PhCl+H.

C1H)
(Ph.
'stab is

obviously nowhere near its high pressure limit.
Extrapolations of the plot of ln(ks ta b/ki n f) vs. In P
predict a transition pressure in excess of 4000 atm.
Therefore it is safe to say that the reaction
PhC1 + H --4 (Ph111)stab

is of little significance to the

overallscheme.
Exactly the opposite behavior is observed for k rxn
(see Figure 30). The observed rate constant for the overall
reaction PhCl + H —4 {krxn} PhH + Cl is limited by the
formation of the complex and is therefore equal to the value
of k inf = k 1 (see scheme (2a}). It is worth nothing that
scheme {2a} is rather different from scheme {la}.
R + R'--4 A* limits the formation of products at low pressure
where Bk s[M] is small but as the pressure is increased
productipn DE ID.:oducts stifts to the production of the
stabilized radical adduct. In our specific case PhCl+H, at
all pressures and temperatures
(see Figure 30).

krxn is nearly equal to kin f
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Figures 31 and 32 show that the deactivation
process is a combination of 2 temperature dependent
parameters which tend to move in opposite directions. On
one hand ks (T) increases exponentially with increasing
temperature while [M] & B drop off with increasing
temperature.

[M] & B are expected to decrease with

increasing temperature since [M] =
B/11-B1/2. = const/T.

P/RT &

The net effect of this on Bks[M] is

shown in (Figure 33) to cause Bk s[M] to drop off with
increasing temperature (at constant pressure). B whose
value ranges from a high of 0.45 at 200K to a low of 0.09 at
2000K decreases rapidly as one raises the temperature. The
low efficiency of collision (B) is due to the fact that the
bath gas (third body [M]) is hydrogen gas. It is well known
that the efficiency of the bath gas toward col lisiona 1
deactivation is low for small molecules.

Small molecules

have no way to distribute additional energy and therefore
cannot absorb it easily. As one would expect by examining
equations (14&15) we can see that if any of the parameters
k _1 , k 2 , or Bk s[M] is orders of magnitude higher than the
others it will simply overshadow the other parameters in the
calculation of

kstab and krxn.

In this system (PhC1) the

probability of decomposition of the radical adduct to
reactants is negligible compared with that for decomposition
to products. The effective stabilization rates are also
negligible and therefore the behavior one would expect is

101

simply PhCl+H

PhII+Cl.

CONCLUSION

1) The QRRK Theory is acceptably accurate to be
worthwhile yet simple enough to be of practical use.
2) Valuable conclusions regarding the reaction rate
constants in a system can be derived with a minimum of
estimated parameters.
3) It can be seen that increasing temperatures has
the effect of increasing the transition pressure for falloff
behavior.
4) The assumption that stabilization is much greater
than reaction is clearly not justified at high temperatures,
r even low temperatures where an inherently unstable
radical adduct is involved and/or the bath gas is
inefficient in collisional deactivation.

figure 29

In astah(kinf) vs. In P (torr)
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figure 30

In (lemn/kinf) vs. In P (torr)
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figure 31

Collision Deactivation Efficiency no T(K)
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figure 32

ks us. 11(X)
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figure 33

ln(EkaWkinf) us. In P (Corr)
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TABLE X
CHANNEL A SUMMARY
Ikstab/kinfl

P(torr) \

T(K)

200

0.76

1.097x10-7

1.41x10-8

6.97x10-9

2.69x10-9

2.0

2.89x10- 7

3.70x10-8

1.83x10-8

7.09x10-9

7.6

1.097x10-6

1.41x10-7

6.97x10-8

2.69x108

760

1.097x10-4

1.41x105

6.97x106

2.694x10-6

2500

3.608x10- 4

4.62x10-5

2.29x10-5

8.6x10-6

3000

4.330x10- 4

5.55x105

2.75x10-5

1.06x10-5

800

1200

2000
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF UNIMOLECULAR REACTION THEORIES
vs. TEMPERATURE
T(K)

SYSTEM

RRK
Ik°/kin fl

RRKM
fk7liTn fl

QRRK
0J771Z7n fl

n-C4H10

300
1200

4x10-2
3.8x10-7

4.7x1017
2.4x10-4

5.4x10 -2
4.9x10-7

PhCO

300
1200

6.8x10-6
9.4x10-11

2.1x10"
1.2x10-1°

8.8x10-6
1.1x10-10

TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF UNIMOLECULAR REACTION THEORIES
vs. PRESSURE
SYSTEM

P(Pa)

RRKM
Ikuni/kinf 1

RRK
fkuni/kin fl

QRRK
{kuni/kin f}

n-C4H10
T=300K

1x105
1x10-7

1.0
4x10 -5

1.0
0.97

1.0
1.2x10-5

T=1200K

1x105
1x10-4

0.5
2.2x10-7

0.71
6.6x106

0.24
6.5x10-8

1x107
1x10-5

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.4x10-6

0.13

2.9x10-6

1x107
lx10-2

0.77
4.5x10-8

0.83
5.7x10-8

0.63
4.3x10-8

PhCO

T=300K
T=1200K
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TABLE XIII
CHANNEL B SUMMARY

Ekrxn/kinf]

200

P(torr) \

T(R)

800

0.76

9.894x10 -1

9.86x10-1

9.82x10 -1

9.73x101

2.0

9.894X10-1

9.86x10-1

9.82x10 -1

9.73x10 -1

7.6

9.894x10-1

9.86x10 -1

9.82x10-1

9.73x10 -1

760

9.893x10-1

9.86x10 -1

9.82x10 -1

9.73x10!
1

2500

9.891x10 -1

9.86x101

9.82x10 -1

9.73x10 -1

3000

9.890x10 -1

9.86x10 -1

9.81x10 -5

9.73x10 -1

1200

2000
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TABLE XIV
COLLISIONAL DEACTIVATION SUMMARY
iBks[M]l

P(torr) \

T(K)

200

0.76

2.487x10 + 7

3.34x10 + 6

1.76x10+ 6

7.67x10 + 5

2.0

6.55x10 +7

8.79x10 +6

4.64x10 +6

2.02x10 +6

7.6

2.487x10"

3.34x10 + 7

1.76x10+ 7

7.67x10 + 6

760

2.49x10 4-10

3.34x10"

1.76x10"

7.674x10 + 8

2500

8.18x10 +10

1.1x10 +10

5.80x10 +9

2.52x10 +9

3000

9.8x10 +10

800

1.3x10 +10

1200

7.00x10 + 9

2000

3.13x10+9
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ESTIMATION OF HEAT OF FORMATION FOR
CHLOROCYCLOHEXADIENYL RADICAL
FROM CHLOROCYCLOHEXADIENE MOLECULE

Benson's Group Contribution
carbon #

carbon type

Hf{kcal/mol}

1

Cd-CH

8.59

2

Cd-CH

8.59

3

Cd-CdH

8.82

4

Cd-CdU

8.82

5

CCdC1H

6

CH2-CdC

-4.76

ring strain

4.8

-14.8

4tHf(molecule) = 20.18 kcal/mol

RH
aois

R

4,Hr = 73kca1/mol

H.

=IP -IR

4,Hf(radical) = 73 + 20.18r 52.1 = 41.08 kcal/mol
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ESTIMATION OF HEAT OF FORMATION FOR
CHLOROCYCLOHEXADIENYL RADICAL

Benson's Group Contribution
carbon #

carbon type

{kcal/moll

1

Cd-CH

8.59

,,,2

Cd-CdH

8.82

3

Cd-CdH

8.82

4

Cd-CH

8.59

5

C'H-CdC

6

CCdC1H
ring strain

13.3
-14.8
4.8

4Hf(radical) = 40.32 kcal/mol
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(40.32 kcal/mol)

Channel A
E0 = 64.4 - 40.32 = 24.08 kcal/mol

Channel B
Bo = 48.7 - 40.32 = 8.38 kcal/mol

kin f = A exp(-Alic/RT)

;

A = KbT/hp exp(Ae/R)
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SAMPLE DATA INPUT TO
ISOMACT
DECOrCEITION (WITH I5OF.EP.IIATIPO U3INE OFR

IECOMBIS0131(

;2
\
t1

F3
/
.T.3
\ /
4

1
2
3
4

1. 5
7
5

F6

P4

12
11
14
15
16
17
15
19

R 1.:EA:TASTE)
4 y
r7.3.D!.,F! 13 f21
FECO!',11N01;.,t:1 P2 1E7
CL
STAE1Lf i5 QET E. DEOwF1

E.

A4

ri:E!trl

E4

PECFi

21
jAINUE!f7i:i

Si

FESS:.g,F FATE CP;..1-TIJ,T: A

S

,s.)

COLE) M15S:A.U.i

4-E-E1
6.7vH4 13,

E
11.4,

6.28A+14,

11.3,

O.'
0.,

26
2E
27

WELL DEPTH
45,7.6

71
:2
(A1 WELL DEPTH , CAL) ENE'71TE ,.CAL; 33
621.1
34
35

E2DY
hAss
7.0,

E

2.E:7,

f-1

:7
75
74

0.,

43

0,,

f4

4;
42
47
44

6

('.,

46
47

L.

zE
Lb

O., -

DELTA 6 FOP 4. ,== 14 14:EALlv.:L)
0.,
PER OF TEriP.:-NRE

NU".iEFI OF PPEEEUP.E
6,
58

T1

Fl
0.76,

ILA
0.,

115106 COEFFICiENTI

13
14
T5
12
80., 120., 2K0.,
12
2.0,

P3
7.6,

TO u

Ft (TOF1)
P4
15
'60., 75Y.I., 300.,

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
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ENERGY BARRIER IN TERMS OF NUMBER OF QUANTA:
E(-1) = 6

E(2) = 3

P = 7.600E-01TORR

T =

200.0 K

HIGH PRESSURE RATE CONSTANT = 6.670E+12
DEACTIVATION K = 9.103E+14
= ks
COLL. EFFICIENCY = 4.487E-01
DEACT K*M= 2.487E+07
MAXIMUM VALUE OF N =
LEVEL ABOVE E-1

= ki

Dist = -RE)

27

DIST.

K-1 (N)

K2 (N)

0

9.997E-01

2.393E+12

2.243E+14

1

2.793E-04

5.583E+12

2.617E+14

2

5.202E-08

8.933E+12

2.931E+14

3

8.074E-12

1.218E+13

3.197E+14

4

1.128E-15

1.523E+13

3.425E+14

5

1.471E-19

1.804E+13

3.623E+14

6

1.826E-23

2.062E+13

3.796E+14

7

2.186E-27

2.297E+13

3.947E+14

8

2.545E-31

2.512E+13

4.082E+14

9

2.897E-35

2.710E+13

4.202E+14

10

3.237E-39

2.890E+13

4.310E+14

11

0.000E+00

3.056E+13

4.407E+14

APPARENT K (CH. A)= 7.319E+05

K/KINF= 1.097E-07

APPARENT K (CH. B)= 6.600E+12

K/KINF= 9.894E-01
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P = 7.600E-01TORR

T =

800.0 K

HIGH PRESSURE RATE CONSTANT = 6.670E+12
DEACTIVATION K = 1.147E+15
COLL. EFFICIENCY = 1.912E-01
DEALT K*M= 3.340E+06
MAXIMUM VALUE OF N = 27
LEVEL ABOVE E-1

DIST.

K-1 (N)

K2 (N)

0

7.333E-01

2.393E+12

2.243E+14

1

2.161E-01

5.583E+12

2.617E+14

2

4.246E-02

8.933E+12

2.931E+14

3

6.952E-03

1.218E+13

3.197E+14

4

1.024E-03

1.523E+13

3.425E+14

5

1.409E-04

1.804E+13

3.623E+14

6

1.845E-05

2.062E+13

3.796E+14

7

2.331E-06

2.297E+13

3.947E+14

8

2.862E-07

2.512E+13

4.082E+14

9

3.436E-08

2.710E+13

4.202E+14

10

4.050E-09

2.890E+13

4.310E+14

11

4.702E-10

3.056E+13

4.407E+14

12

5.389E-11

3.209E+13

4.495E+14

13

6.109E-12

3.350E+13

4.575E+14

14

6.858E-13

3.481E+13

4.649E+14

15

7.636E-14

3.602E+13

4.716E+14

16

8.439E-15

3.714E+13

4.778E+14

17

9.265E-16

3.819E+13

4.836E+14

2
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18

1.011E-16

3.917E+13

4.889E+14

19

1.098E-17

A.009E+13

4.938E+14

20

1.186E-18

4.094E+13

4.984E+14

21

1.277E-19

4.175E+13

5.027E+14

APPARENT K (CH. A)= 9.376E+04

K/KINF=

1.406E-08

APPARENT K (CH. B)= 6.578E+12

K/KINF=

9.862E-01
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